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Introduction 
 

Floodline leak detection systems are designed to detect water/liquid leaks within buildings. The alarms 
generated by the Floodline systems allow early action to be taken to prevent damage, reduce disruption and 
limit loss caused by unnoticed leaks. Floodline systems are installed in sensitive and critical areas to give early 
warning of leakage from any source and typical installations include modern offices, call centres, historic 
buildings, communication rooms, dealing rooms, etc.  Floodline systems operate on a zoned principle and an 
alarm in one zone has no effect on the function and normal monitoring of other zones within the same system. 
The Floodline 128 control panels operate a network of leak detection zones and each zone may be a short 
length or a single point - or - many metres in length or multiple points. The whole system is continuously 
monitored for leaks and continuity.  
 
The zoned principle of the Floodline systems has several distinct advantages: 
 

1. Each zone is separate and an alarm in one zone has no effect on the normal 
function of the rest of the system. 

2. Each zone is continuously monitored for either leak or system fault. 

3. Different types of sensors can be “mixed and matched” from zone to zone to 
meet installation requirements. 

4. True multi-zoning means the system can handle, display, and report any number 
of simultaneous alarms. 

5. No minimum or maximum zone length or size. 

6. Separate volt-free (relay) outputs can be provided for each zone allowing 
comprehensive information to be transmitted onwards and which can allow 
zone prioritisation, i.e. “double-knock” facility. 

7. Cost of installation can be better controlled through choice of zone size. 

8. Systems are easy to install, service, repair and operate. 

9. Systems are easy to customise to individuals current and future needs. 

Floodline 128 Multi-Zone System 
 
The system will be controlled by one or more FLOODLINE 128’s, which are available with zones sizes of 32, 64, 
96 and 128. The control system consists of a base unit and a control unit. The base unit houses the system 
power supply, detection modules and main control circuitry. The control unit displays full text descriptions of 
any current alarms and provides further visual and audible indication that an alarm is active. The user/engineer 
controls and sets up the system from the control unit. The 32, 64, 96 and 128 zone base units are all the same 
physical size and are wall mounted and can be fixed locally to the detection areas or remotely in a convenient 
plant or equipment room. The control unit can be mounted locally to the base unit or remotely in an office or 
reception area along with other alarm systems. Each system is an isolated, stand-alone unit, requiring a 
220/240Volt 50Hz mains power supply and is complete with integral sealed lead-acid battery for back-up.  
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When a zone or certain system alarms are detected a full text message of the nature of the alarm is displayed 
on the control unit’s LCD, a red LED indicator flashes and buzzer sounds.  Any person pressing the MUTE button 
can silence the buzzer, but this does not cancel the alarm or clear any of the visual alarms. 
A zone can be in one of 4 states: 
 

• Normal (no alarms). 

• Short Circuit. 

• Open Circuit. 

• Leak Detected.   

 
In addition to the above alarms further system self-test alarms can be generate as listed below 
 
 

• Drop Dead (complete power failure) 

• Mains Fail 

• Low Battery 

• Remote Disconnected 

• Display Disconnected 

• Display Communication Failure 

• Module communication Failure 

 

A range of volt-free contact, changeover output relays are included for: -  

Drop Dead (complete power failure) rate at 5Amps @ 28Vdc. 

Mains Fail rate at 5Amps @ 28Vdc. 

Common Leak Detected (in any zone) rate at 5Amps @ 28Vdc. 

Common System Fault (open and short circuit faults any zone) rate at 5Amps @ 28Vdc. 

Self-test (For low battery, communications failure alarms, remote/display disconnect alarms) rate at 5Amps @ 
28Vdc.  

 

The Location of the relays on the motherboard housed in the base unit is shown in Appendix A. 

 
Individual volt free changeover relays can be provided as an optional extra to give an output for LEAK detection 
per zone. These can, in turn, be wired together to provide a single additional output for a group, or groups, of 
zones. This can be a useful technique in prioritising, or ranking the importance of individual areas, ie. “double 
knock”. 
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In the event of an alarm the appropriate relays activate providing a “clean contact” output for connection to a 
remote monitoring system, BMS etc.  Although the mute button being pressed can silence the buzzer the relay 
outputs can only be cancelled by using the control unit’s menus. 
The standard output relays can also be linked and the three options available are: 
 

1. Individual Alarm Outputs. 
2. Leak Detected and System Fault Linked, Mains Fail and Self-Test Linked. 
3. Leak Detected, System Fault Linked, Mains Fail and Self-Test Linked. 

 
This allows for a common output to a BMS etc. DIP switch SW1 on the mother board sets the above linking 
option and the various setting are shown on the diagram in Appendix A. 
 

Floodline Sensors 
 
The Floodline range of dedicated water (and other liquid) detecting, or sensing devices can be used in any 
length, number, or combination to satisfy the particular requirements of the installation.  
 

• Single Zone Detection Tape. 

• Multi -4- Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable. 

• Multi -8 -Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable. 

• Point Sensors. 

• Flexi-Pad Sensors. 

• Pipe-In-Pipe/Overflow Sensor.  

• Oil Sensor. 

 

Sensing devices are installed to monitor liquid leaking from wet services, pipes, tanks, drains, roofs, etc., and 
can be applied in a wide variety of ways. For example:  
 
Multi-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable/Tape may be laid under raised floors, in drip trays, laid on top of 
suspended ceilings or attached directly to pipes (not multi-8-zone cable).  Point Sensors (or Oil Sensors) may 
be used in bunded areas and floor trenches or fixed at floor level at strategic points around the room or site. 
Flexi-Pad Sensors may be wrapped around pipe joints or valves or inserted into confined spaces. Pipe-in-Pipe 
Sensors may be mounted directly into overflow pipes and double skin/double containment pipes. All sensors 
(except Oil Sensors) react to water and other aqueous liquids. Oil Sensors will react to ANY liquid and are 
designated “OIL” to differentiate them and to reflect their usual application. 
 
 
 

In common with all types of leak detection system the liquid must physically contact the sensor for the 
alarm to be activated. 

 

ALL devices can be wetted and dried repeatedly unless contaminated with a liquid or substance, which 
irrevocably changes the electrical characteristics of the device or leaves a coating or residue, which 
prevents correct functioning. 
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Principle of Operation 
 
The Floodline system works from the principle that water, or other conductive liquid must touch one or more 
of the sensors for an alarm to be activated. (Any liquid will activate the OIL Sensor). 
 
The system essentially detects differences in loop resistance on each of its zone inputs. The leak detection and 
system fault alarms are activated when the loop resistance falls between, below or above set limits as detailed 
below. 
 

• 0 to  1k    Short circuit causing SYSTEM FAULT alarm 

• 1k  to  300k *   Water detection casing LEAK alarm       

• 300k* to  4M:-    SAFE  - no alarm, 

• above 4M    Open circuit causing SYSTEM FAULT alarm 
 
*Or less according to sensitivity setting - see later. 

 
 
The system will not be activated by humidity alone but condensation dripping on to the detection cable due to 
the humidity may activate a leak alarm depending on type of sensor used and amount of condensation present.  
 

 
If the system is wetted, for whatever reason, the alarm will be activated. If the system is likely to be 
installed in an area, or in conditions where minor, occasional drips might occur and are to be ignored 
then care should be given to the routing and position of the sensors to minimise any apparently 
“spurious” or unwanted alarms. 

 

Floodline 128 Control System 
 

The standard Floodline 128-leak alarm system is available in 32, 64, 96 or 128 zone configurations. The control 
system consists of a base unit and a control unit.  

Base Unit  

Introduction 
The base unit houses the main control board (motherboard), the battery backed power supply, the 32-zone 
leak detection modules (1 to 4), the individual zone output relays (if fitted) and the communication module (if 
fitted). All wiring from the leak detection sensors and onward communications wiring is brought to the base 
unit which can be houses at a suitable location i.e. riser.  

The base unit is an isolated, stand-alone unit and requiring a 220/240VAC 50Hz mains power supply and is 
complete with integral sealed lead-acid battery back-up. A range of warning and status indicators are mounted 
on the front of the base unit to show Power On, “Display Disconnected” and “Display Comms Failed”.  
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Mounting Floodline 128 Base Unit 
 

The base unit is mounted on the wall surface and raised mounting bosses in the rear of the case at each corner 
allow for fixing with wood screws or bolts etc. A key slot is provided in the back /top of the case to enable the 
control panel to be hung temporally on 1 fixing for leveling and marking the mounting bosses. The base unit 
should be fixed at a convenient level for inspection and to ensure that the door release fastening is accessible. 
20mm cable entry points are provided in the top and bottom of the case. 

 

Connection of Mains Supply 
 

The mains supply to the base unit is 220/240Vac 50Hz and should be via a dedicated fused spur fitted with a 5 
Amp fuse. An IEC plug and socket are provided for connection of the mains supply.  

A retaining clip is provided with the IEC plug to ensure it is not accidentally disconnected. 

 
The Floodline 128 must be provided with an EARTH (Ground) to ensure correct operation and for safety 
reasons. If the base unit is not correctly earthed Andel Limited cannot guarantee correct operation of 
the system. 

 

Connection To Control Unit 
 

The base unit must be connected to a Floodline 128-control unit.  The connection can be made using any 6-
core cable with a minimum rating of 15Volts at 1Amp. The table below lists the connections at the base unit 
and which they are connected to in the control unit. 

Base Unit Connection Control Unit Connection  

485-B 485-A 

485-A 485-B 

+12V +12V 

0V 0V 

TP- TP- 

TP+ TP+ 

 
 Please note the reversing of the 485 connections 

The connection for the control unit within the base unit is located on the motherboard and their location is 
shown in Appendix A 
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32 –Zone Leak Detection Module 
 

The 32-zone leak detection module are house in card slots within the base unit and connect to the 
motherboard via a ribbon cable. A read indicator on each module shows that it is connected. The base unit can 
handle up to four 32-zone leak detection modules giving a total of 128 zone if required. The wiring to the 
module is via plug and socket terminal blocks with 8 zones per connector. The zone numbering of each module 
is determined by which connector on the motherboard the unit is plugged into and is listed below: 

1. Zones 1 to 32 JP1 on motherboard (connectors numbered left to right) 

2. Zones 33 to 64 JP2 on motherboard  

3. Zones 65 to 96 JP3 on motherboard 

4. Zones 97 to 128 JP4 on motherboard  

 

Connection Of the Leak Detection Sensors 
 
Incoming wires from the detection devices are connected to the “Zone Input Connections“  terminals on each 
32 Zone. “Sleeper” resistors are factory fitted across the C and n terminals of each zone’s input terminals for 
testing and transport purposes and should be removed as each zone is connected.  The “sleeper” resistors are 
left in place in any unused zones.    
 

“Sleeper” resistors are 1M and simulate the end-of-line resistor built into some devices e.g. Multi-Zone Cable 
Junction Boxes, Oil Sensors and Pipe-in-Pipe Sensors - no additional end-of-line resistor is needed in those 
devices. Point Sensors or Flexi-Pad Sensors DO require an end-of-line resistor fixing into the last device in line in 
a zone (or the only device if there is just one in the zone). For convenience, the “sleeper” resistors can be used 
for this purpose and can be taken from the zone input terminals and fixed into the output terminals of the last, 
or only, device. 
 
The specific installation and wiring details of each of the sensor is detailed in later sections. 

 

Control Unit  

Introduction  
 

The control unit gives full text descriptions of any current alarms and also provides further visual and audible 
indication that an alarm is active. The user/engineer can control and set up the system from the control unit 
and the available controls are described in a later section. The various control keys etc on the control unit are, 
menu key, up and down scroll keys, enter key, mute button, alarm active indicator, display window and menu 
access keyswitch as shown below: 
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Alarm Active Indicator

Mute Button

Menu Access Key

Display Window

Up Scroll Key

Menu Key

Down Scroll Key

Enter Key  

 

Leak Alarm 

A leak alarm is generated on a per zone bases when the loop resistance of the zone falls below the set limit as 
set by the engineer at time of commissioning. When a leak alarm is generated the audible alarm in the control 
unit is activated, the alarm indicator on the control unit flashes and the display window indicates the zone in 
which the alarm was activated as shown below. The Leak detection relay in the base unit will also activate if the 
relays are armed. 

L e a k  D e t e c t e d        

Z o n e  1 6              

R O O M  1 0              

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm, press the mute button on the front on the control unit. 
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Short Circuit Alarm 
 

A short circuit alarm is generated on a per zone bases when the loop resistance of the zone falls below 1k ohm. 
When a short circuit alarm is generated the audible alarm in the control unit is activated, the alarm indicator on 
the control unit flashes and the display window indicates the zone in which the alarm was activated as shown 
below. The system fault relay in the base unit will also activate if the relays are armed. 

 

S h o r t  C i r c u i t        

Z o n e  1 6              

R O O M  1 0              

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm press the mute button on the front on the control unit. 

 

Open Circuit Alarm 
 

An open circuit alarm is generated on a per zone bases when the loop resistance of the zone rises above 4M 
ohms. When an open circuit alarm is generated the audible alarm in the control unit is activated, the alarm 
indicator on the control unit flashes and the display window indicates the zone in which the alarm was 
activated as shown below. The system fault relay in the base unit will also activate if the relays are armed. 

 

O p e n  C i r c u i t         

Z o n e  1 6              

R O O M  1 0              

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm, press the mute button on the front of the control unit. 
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Module Communications Failure Alarm 
 

A module communication failure alarm is generated on a per module bases (module 1 to 5) when 
communications between the base unit’s motherboard and one of the 32 zone leak detection modules or 
communications module has failed. When a module communications failure alarm is generated the audible 
alarm in the control unit is activated, the alarm indicator on the control unit flashes and the display window 
indicates the module number as shown below. The self-test relay in the base unit will also activate if the relays 
are armed. 

 

C o m m s  F a i l e d  M o d . 2   

                    

                    

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm, press the mute button on the front of the control unit. 

Control unit Communications Failure 
 

A control unit communications failure alarm is generated when communications between the base unit and the 
control unit has failed. When a control unit communications failure alarm is generated the audible alarm in the 
base unit pulses along with the “Display Comms Failed” alarm indicator on the front of the base unit. The self-
test relay in the base unit will also activate if the relays are armed. The control unit will also generate an alarm 
if only the communications has failed. The audible alarm within the control unit will activate, the alarm 
indicator will flash, and the display will display “comms fail” as shown below: 

 

C o m m s  F a i l e d         

                    

                    

                    

 

To mute the audible alarm press the mute button on the front of the control unit. The audible alarm will 
reactivate after 1 minute as communications failure to the control unit means the system in non-functioning 
and should not be ignored. 
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Display Disconnected Alarm 
 

A display-disconnected alarm is generated if the physical connection between the base unit and the control 
unit is lost. When a display disconnected alarm is generated the audible alarm within the base unit pulses, the 
self-test relay activates if relays are armed, and the “Display Disconnected” indicator on the front of the base 
unit activates. It is not possible to mute the audible alarm in the base unit. 

Mains Failed 
 

A mains failed alarm is generated when the incoming mains supply to the unit is turned off and the battery 
takes over supply to the unit. When a mains failed alarm is generated the “Mains Ok” indicator on the PSU 
board turns off and the mains failed relay activates. No further visual or audible alarms are generated, as the 
system will operate until the battery is drained and a further alarm is given when the battery’s charge begins to 
fall below a set limit.  

Drop Dead 
 

The drop-dead alarm activates when all power to the system or the power supply circuitry within the system 
has failed. When a drop dead alarm is activated the normally active “Drop Dead” relay deactivates.  No further 
indication is given. 

Low Battery Alarm 
 

This alarm is generated when the battery voltage drops below 10.2 volts and although the system will still 
operate at this voltage the alarm relays will not activate. When a low battery alarm is generated the audible 
alarm in the control unit is activated, the alarm indicator on the control unit flashes and the display window 
indicates that a low battery alarm is active as shown below. The self-test relay in the base unit will also activate 
if the relays are armed and the “Battery Ok” indicator on the PSU board will turn off. 

 

B a t t E r y  L o w          

                    

                    

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm, press the mute button on the front of the control unit. 
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Remote Disconnected 
 

This alarm is generated when the remote alarm (if connected) is disconnected. When a remote disconnected 
alarm is generated the audible alarm in the control unit is activated, the alarm indicator on the control unit 
flashes and the display window indicates that the remote has been disconnected as shown below. The self-test 
relay in the base unit will also activate if the relays are armed. 

 

R e m o t e  D i s c o n n e c t e d  

                    

                    

M o r e  A l a r m s          

 

The “More Alarms” message displayed on the fourth line will only appear if there is more than 1 alarm active. It 
there is more than one alarm active then the up and down scroll keys are used to scroll through the other 
alarm events present. To mute the audible alarm press the mute button on the front of the control unit. 

 

User/Engineer Menu Functions 

Accessing Menus  
 
To access the user/engineer menus insert key into key-switch and turn then press the access menu key on the 
front of the unit. Access to the system’s control menus is not possible if the key-switch is not in the active 
position. While the base unit is granting control to the control unit the display window on the control unit will 
change as shown below  
 

 

    P l e a s e  W a i t      

     C o n n e c t i n g      

                    

                    

            
        

Once the base unit has passed control to the display it unit will display page one of the user menus as shown 
below 
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> E x i t  M e n u           

 R e s e t  S y s t e m        

 S e t  D a t e  A n d  T i m e   

 N e x T  P a g e           

 

The ‘ > ‘ character on the left identifies the menu item which will be actioned when the enter key is pressed. To 
Scroll through the available options use the up and down scroll keys and the ‘ > ‘ character will move up and 
down the available option. Once the ‘ > ‘ character is next to the menu item you require press the enter key to 
select that option. The function of each menu option is detailed below.  

Menu Options 

Exit Menu  
 

This menu option returns the user to the normal display mode of the system and if no alarm’s are active this is 
simply the date and time. To select this option move the ‘>’ character on the far left until it is opposite “Exit 
Menu ” on the display then press the enter key. Once the enter key is pressed the display will change to that 
shown below. 
 

 

1 8 / 0 9 / 1 9 9 9      1 4 : 1 8 

                    

                    

                    

 

Reset System 
 

Allows the user to reset all active alarms and any alarm’s that have not cleared, will be regenerated when the 
user exits from the user menu system. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left until it is 
opposite “Reset System” on the display then press the enter key. Once the enter key is pressed the display will 
change to that shown below as the system is resetting all the alarms.  
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P l e a s e  W a i t          

                    

                    

                    

 

Once the system has reset “System Reset” will be displayed for a period of 1 second on the display after which 
the user menu will again be displayed as shown below. 

 

S y s t e m  R e s e t         

                    

                    

                    

  

Set Date Time 
 

Allows the user to change the data and time of the real time clock contained within the base unit. To select this 
option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left until it is opposite “Set Date Time” on the display then press the 
enter key. On selecting this option, the current date and time is displayed as shown below. The format of the 
date time from left to right is dd/mm/yyyy:hh:mm: 
 
 

1 8 \ 0 9 \ 1 9 9 9      1 4 : 3 8 

                    

                    

                    

 
 
The far-left character of the display will be flashing indicating it can be edited. To change it’s value, use the up 
and down scroll keys to scroll through the available digits. When the digit you require is displayed press the 
enter key to accept it. This is repeated for all digits, which make up the date and time. Once the last digit is 
accepted the system will return to the user menu and the date and time will have been updated. 
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Next Page (User Menu page 1) 
 

Selects user menu page 2. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left using the up and down 
scroll keys until it is opposite “Next Page” on the display then press the enter key. Once this item has been 
selected the display will change to user menu page 2 as shown below 
 

> P r e v i o u s   P a g e      

 T e s t  O u t p u t s        

 S e t  R e l a y  S t a t u s    

 E n g i n e e r s  M e n u      

 

The menu system operates in the same manner to that described above.  The function of each of user menu 
page 2 option is detailed below.   

Previous Page (User Menu Page 2) 
 
The option returns the user-to-user menu page 1. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left 
using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite “Previous Page” on the display then press the enter key. 
 

Test Outputs 
 
Allows the user to test all audible, visual and relay outputs of the system. To select this option move the ‘>’ 
character on the far left using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite “Test Outputs” on the display 
then press the enter key. On selecting this menu option and pressing the enter key the audible alarms in both 
the base unit and user control unit sound, the alarm active indicator on the front of the control unit starts to 
flash, the Display Disconnected and Display Comms. Failed indicators on the base unit illuminate and all relays 
activate including the individual leak detected zone output relays. While the system is turning on all outputs 
Please Wait is displayed on the top line of the user display and once all output are on “Alarm Outputs On” is 
displayed on the user display as shown below 
 
 

A l a r m  O u t p u t s  O n     

                    

                    

                    

 
The alarm outputs will remain on until the enter key is again pressed. Once the enter key is pressed all alarm 
outputs will turn off and “Alarm Outputs Off” will be displayed on the user display for 1 second after which 
time page 2 of the user menu will again be displayed. 
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Set Relay Status 
 

Allows the user to arm or disarm the relay outputs. If the relay outputs are armed, then the relays activate 
when an alarm is generated and if the relay outputs are disarmed then the relays will not activate when an 
alarm is generated. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left using the up and down scroll 
keys until it is opposite “Set Relay Status” on the display then press the enter key. On selecting Set Relay Status 
from the user menu, the current armed/disarmed status of the relays is displayed on the user display as shown 
below. 
 
 

R e l a y s  A r m e d         

                    

                    

                    

 

 
To change the armed/disarmed status the up and down scroll keys are used to toggle the relay status. Once the 
relay status require is displayed pressing the enter key will change the armed/disarmed status and page 2 of 
the user menu will be displayed. 

 

Engineers Menu (Access code) 
 

This menu option is used to gain access to the engineer’s menus. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character 
on the far left using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite “Engineers Menu” on the display then press 
the enter key. On selecting the Engineers Menu option, the user will be ask to enter a 4 character engineers 
access code in order to gain access to the engineers menus as shown below. The far-left character of the code 
will be flashing and is the character to be change first. 

  

E n t e r  E n g i n e e r s  C o d e 

X X X X                 

                    

                    

 

Note: The access code is issued by Andel Limited and cannot be change.  
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The access codes individual characters can be in the range  ‘a’ – ‘z’ and ‘0’ –‘9’ and are selected using the up 
and down scroll keys. The engineer starts by selecting the far left character and once the required character is 
displayed pressing the enter key selects that character the remaining three character are selected in the same 
manner. Once the last character is selected and the enter key pressed if the code is invalid then “Access 
Denied” will be display for 1 second on the third line of the display then page 2 of the user menus will be 
displayed. If the code is valid then the engineer will have access to engineer’s menu page 1 as shown below 
details of each available option is also given below. 

 

> P r e v i o u s  P a g e       

 V  i e w  E v e n t s  L o g     

 R e a d  Z o n e  R e s i s t .   

 N e x t  P a g e           

 

View Events Log 
 

To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite 
“View Events Log” on the display then press the enter key. Once this option is selected the user display displays 
the last logged event. A total of 256 events can be recorded by the system on a rolling bases and there are 8 
different types of event which are logged as listed below. 

 

1. Leak detected alarm with date and time on a per zone bases. 

2. Short circuit alarm with date and time on a per zone bases.  

3. Open circuit alarm with date and time on a per zone bases. 

4. System reset with data and time. 

5. Leak threshold set with date, time and access code used to enter engineer’s menu. 

6. Change in relays armed/disarmed status with date and time. 

7. Remote disconnected with date and time. 

8. Communication failure with module on module bases with date and time. 

 
A typical display from events log is shown below and it shows an open circuit in zone 120 on the 08/10/1999 at 
11:54. To scroll through the events log use the up and down scroll keys.  To exit from the events log and return 
to page 1 of the engineer’s menu press the enter key. 
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    E V E N T S  L O G       

O p e n  C r t  Z o n e  1 2 0    

0 8 / 1 0 / 1 9 9 9      1 1 : 5 4 

                    

 

Read Zone Resist 
 
Allows the engineer to take resistance readings in k ohms of the loop resistance of each zone connected to the 
system. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left until it is opposite “Read Zone Resist” on the 
display then press the enter key. Once the enter key is pressed the display will change to that shown below. 
 
 

E n t e r  Z o n e  N u m . =  0 0 1 

                    

                    

                    

 
 
The up and down scroll keys are now used to scroll through the zone numbers once the zone number required 
is displayed pressing the enter key causes the system to take a resistance reading form that zone. The user 
display window will then show the resistance reading for that zone as shown below.  

 
 

E n t e r  Z o n e  N u m . =  0 0 1 

R  e s i s t a n c e  =   1 0 0 8 K  

                    

                    

 
 

To clear this display and return to page 1 of the engineer’s menus press the enter key. 
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Next Page (Engineers Menu Page 1) 
 

Selects Engineers menu page 2. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left using the up and 
down scroll keys until it is opposite “Next Page” on the display then press the enter key. Once this item has 
been selected the display will change to engineer’s menu page 2 as shown below 
 
 

> P r e v i o u s   P a g e      

 S e t  Z o n e  M e s s a g e    

 S e t  L e a k  T h r e s h o l d  

                    

 

The menu system operates in the same manner to that described above. The function of each of engineer’s 
menu page 2 option is detailed below.   

Previous Page (Engineers Menu Page 2) 
 
The option returns the engineer to engineer’s menu page 1. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the 
far left using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite “Previous Page” on the display then press the enter 
key. 
 

Set Zone Message 
 
This option allow customisation of the message displayed on the third line of the display when an open circuit, 
short circuit or leak alarm is activated on a per zone bases. To select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the 
far left of the display using the up and down scroll keys until it is opposite “Set Zone Message” then press the 
enter key. Once this option has been selected the display will change to that shown below.  
 
 

Z o n e  0 0 1  M e s s a g e     

                    

                    

                    

 
The number of the zone whose message is to be changed is now selected using the up and down scroll keys. 
 
Once the zone number required is displayed pressing the enter key to allows the zone message to be edit. The 
current zone message that will appear on the third line of the display with a flashing cursor on the far left, 
which highlights the first character that can be changed, this is shown below. 
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Z o n e  0 0 1  M e s s a g e     

                    

R O O M  1 0              

                    

 
  
To change the currents character, use the up and down scroll keys to scroll through the available characters 
and once the required character is displayed press the enter key to select that character for that position. The 
flashing cursor will then move to the next character on the line. The Character which are available are A to Z, 0 
to 9 and a space. Once all 20 characters that make up the message are entered the display will return to page 2 
of the engineer’s menu. 
 

Set Leak Threshold 
 
This option allows the engineer to set the resistance threshold at which a leak alarm will be generated. To 
select this option, move the ‘>’ character on the far left of the display using the up and down scroll keys until it 
is opposite “Set Leak Threshold” then press the enter key. Once this option has been selected the display will 
change to that shown below.  
 
 

L e A k  T h r e s h o l d  2 9 0 K  

                    

                    

                    

 
  
The resistance value is in k ohms and the flashing cursor will indicate the first digit to change. To change the 
current digit, us the up and down scroll keys to scroll through the available numbers and once the required 
number is displayed press the enter key to select that number for that position. The flashing cursor will then 
move to the next digit on the line. The numbers available for each digit are 0 to 9 this gives a resistance range 
for 0 to 999K ohms for the leak threshold. The normal value to which this would be set is 300k ohms. Once the 
last digit is selected the display will return to page 2 of the engineer’s menu.  
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Floodline 128 Communications Module Instructions 
 
The Floodline 128 communications module supports both RS232 and RS485 for connection to BMS etc. 
It interfaces to the systems motherboard via a 20Way-ribbon cable and must be connected to JP5 that is 
reserved for this purpose. The baud rate for both the RS232 and RS485 is set at 4800 and the data 
format is No parity, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. The BMS can request 0 to 57 bytes each byte gives 
information regarding the internal status of the system and the status of each zone connected to the 
system as given in the tables below. 

Byte No Description Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 
0 Motherboard Status DCF DD RD NU LD LB MF SF 

1 System Status NU 4CF 3CF 2CF 1CF RD LB MF 

2 Zone 1 –32 Status NU NU NU NU NU OCD SCD LD 

3 Zone 33–64 Status NU NU NU NU NU OCD SCD LD 

4 Zone 65 –96 Status NU NU NU NU NU OCD SCD LD 

5 Zone 97 –128 Status NU NU NU NU NU OCD SCD LD 

6 Leak Zone 1 – 8 Z8 Z7 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z1 

7 Leak Zone 9 – 16 Z16 Z15 Z14 Z13 Z12 Z11 Z10 Z9 

8 Leak Zone  17 - 24 Z24 Z23 Z22 Z21 Z20 Z19 Z18 Z17 

9 Leak Zone 25 - 32 Z32 Z31 Z30 Z29 Z28 Z27 Z26 Z25 

10 Leak Zone 33 – 40 Z40 Z39 Z38 Z37 Z36 Z35 Z34 Z33 

11 Leak Zone 41 – 48 Z48 Z47 Z46 Z45 Z44 Z43 Z42 Z41 

12 Leak Zone  49 – 56 Z56 Z55 Z54 Z53 Z52 Z51 Z50 Z49 

13 Leak Zone 57 – 64 Z64 Z63 Z62 Z61 Z60 Z59 Z58 Z57 

14 Leak Zone 65 – 72 Z72 Z71 Z70 Z69 Z68 Z67 Z66 Z65 

15 Leak Zone 73 – 80 Z80 Z79 Z78 Z77 Z76 Z75 Z74 Z73 

16 Leak Zone  81 - 88 Z88 Z87 Z86 Z85 Z84 Z83 Z82 Z81 

17 Leak Zone 89 – 96 Z96 Z95 Z94 Z93 Z92 Z91 Z90 Z89 

18 Leak Zone 97 – 104 Z104 Z103 Z102 Z101 Z100 Z99 Z98 Z97 

19 Leak Zone 105 – 112 Z112 Z111 Z110 Z109 Z108 Z107 Z106 Z105 

20 Leak Zone  113 – 120 Z120 Z119 Z118 Z117 Z116 Z115 Z114 Z113 

21 Leak Zone 121 – 128 Z128 Z127 Z126 Z125 Z124 Z123 Z122 Z121 

22 Open Crt.  Z 1 – 8 Z8 Z7 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z1 

23 Open Crt.  Z 9 - 16 Z16 Z15 Z14 Z13 Z12 Z11 Z10 Z9 

24 Open Crt. Z 17 - 24 Z24 Z23 Z22 Z21 Z20 Z19 Z18 Z17 

25 Open Crt. Z 25 - 32 Z32 Z31 Z30 Z29 Z28 Z27 Z26 Z25 

26 Open Crt. Z 33 – 40 Z40 Z39 Z38 Z37 Z36 Z35 Z34 Z33 

27 Open Crt. Z 41 – 48 Z48 Z47 Z46 Z45 Z44 Z43 Z42 Z41 

28 Open Crt. Z 49 – 56 Z56 Z55 Z54 Z53 Z52 Z51 Z50 Z49 

29 Open Crt. Z 57 – 64 Z64 Z63 Z62 Z61 Z60 Z59 Z58 Z57 

30 Open Crt. Z 65 – 72 Z72 Z71 Z70 Z69 Z68 Z67 Z66 Z65 

31 Open Crt. Z 73 – 80 Z80 Z79 Z78 Z77 Z76 Z75 Z74 Z73 

32 Open Crt. Z 81 - 88 Z88 Z87 Z86 Z85 Z84 Z83 Z82 Z81 

33 Open Crt. Z 89 – 96 Z96 Z95 Z94 Z93 Z92 Z91 Z90 Z89 

34 Open Crt. Z 97 – 104 Z104 Z103 Z102 Z101 Z100 Z99 Z98 Z97 

35 Open Crt. Z 105 – 112 Z112 Z111 Z110 Z109 Z108 Z107 Z106 Z105 

36 Open Crt. Z 113 – 120 Z120 Z119 Z118 Z117 Z116 Z115 Z114 Z113 

37 Open Crt. Z 121 – 128 Z128 Z127 Z126 Z125 Z124 Z123 Z122 Z121 

38 Short Crt.  Z 1 – 8 Z8 Z7 Z6 Z5 Z4 Z3 Z2 Z1 

39 Short Crt.  Z 9 - 16 Z16 Z15 Z14 Z13 Z12 Z11 Z10 Z9 
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Byte No Description Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

40 Short Crt. Z 17 - 24 Z24 Z23 Z22 Z21 Z20 Z19 Z18 Z17 

41 Short Crt. Z 25 - 32 Z32 Z31 Z30 Z29 Z28 Z27 Z26 Z25 

42 Short Crt. Z 33 – 40 Z40 Z39 Z38 Z37 Z36 Z35 Z34 Z33 

43 Short Crt. Z 41 – 48 Z48 Z47 Z46 Z45 Z44 Z43 Z42 Z41 

44 Short Crt. Z 49 – 56 Z56 Z55 Z54 Z53 Z52 Z51 Z50 Z49 

45 Short Crt. Z 57 – 64 Z64 Z63 Z62 Z61 Z60 Z59 Z58 Z57 

46 Short Crt. Z 65 – 72 Z72 Z71 Z70 Z69 Z68 Z67 Z66 Z65 

47 Short Crt. Z 73 – 80 Z80 Z79 Z78 Z77 Z76 Z75 Z74 Z73 

48 Short Crt. Z 81 - 88 Z88 Z87 Z86 Z85 Z84 Z83 Z82 Z81 

49 Short Crt. Z 89 – 96 Z96 Z95 Z94 Z93 Z92 Z91 Z90 Z89 

50 Short Crt. Z 97 – 104 Z104 Z103 Z102 Z101 Z100 Z99 Z98 Z97 

51 Short Crt. Z 105 – 112 Z112 Z111 Z110 Z109 Z108 Z107 Z106 Z105 

52 Short Crt. Z 113 – 120 Z120 Z119 Z118 Z117 Z116 Z115 Z114 Z113 

53 Short Crt. Z 121 – 128 Z128 Z127 Z126 Z125 Z124 Z123 Z122 Z121 

54 Not used NU NU NU NU NU NU NU NU 

55 Not used NU NU NU NU NU NU NU NU 

56 Not used NU NU NU NU NU NU NU NU 

57 Not Used NU NU NU NU NU NU NU NU 

 

The Table Below gives details of the abbreviation used in the above table and the alarms active and 
inactive states. 
 

Abbreviation Description Alarm Active Alarm Inactive 

DCF Display Comms. Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

DD Display Disconnected Logic 1 Logic 0 

RD Remote Disconnected Logic 1 Logic 0 

LD Leak Detected Logic 1 Logic 0 

LB Low Battery Logic 1 Logic 0 

MF Mains Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

SF System Fault Logic 1 Logic 0 

4CF Mod 4 Comms Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

3CF Mod 3 Comms Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

2CF Mod 2 Comms Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

1CF Mod 1 Comms Failed Logic 1 Logic 0 

SCD Short Circuit  Logic 1 Logic 0 

OCD Open Circuit Logic 1 Logic 0 

Z1 – Z128 Zone Number Logic 1 Logic 0 

NU Not Used   
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Query Format 
 
All queries sent to the Floodline 128 have the same format as detailed in the table below: 
 
 

Field Name Value (HEX) Notes 

Start Character 3A Each query must start will this character 

Slave Address 11 Address of Floodline comms. module 

Start Address 0 to 39 Index into status bytes 0 to 57 decimal 

Number of Bytes 1 to 3A Number of bytes 1 to 58 decimal  

Stop Character 3E Each query must end with the stop 
character 

   

Example Query and Responses 
 

 
QUERY 
 
 
Field Name 
 
Start character 
Slave Address 
Start address 
No. bytes 
Stop character 
 

 
 
 
Example 
(Hex) 
 
3A 
11 
08 
05 
3E 

 
 

 

RESPONSE 
 
 
Field Name 
 
Start character 
Slave Address 
Start address 
No. bytes 
Byte 0 
Byte 1 
Byte 2 
Byte 3 
Byte 4 
Stop character 
 

 
 
 
Example 
(Hex) 
 
3A 
11 
08 
04 
34 
FD   
33   
DD   
00 
3E 
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Exception Codes 
 
The comms module returns 3 exception codes if the command received is invalid and these are given in 
the table below. 
 

Exception Code Description 

1 Invalid start address (address greater than 57 decimal)  

2 Invalid end address (no. Bytes too large, i.e. start address add number of bytes greater 
that 58 decimal) 

3 Stop Character missing 

 
 
The 7th bit of the return start address is set to logic 1 if any exception is generated (see sample below). 
 
 

 

QUERY 
 
 
Field Name 
 
Start character 
Slave Address 
Start address 
No. bytes 
Stop character 
 

 
 
 
Example 
(Hex) 
 
3A 
11 
6C 
05 
3E 

 
 
 

 

RESPONSE 
 
 
Field Name 
 
Start character 
Slave Address 
Start address 
Exception code 
Stop character 
 

 
 
 
Example 
(Hex) 
 
3A 
11 
EC 
01 
3E 
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Single Zone Detection (Sensing) Tape 

Introduction 
 
The Single Zone Detection Tape is the simplest of all the Floodline detection sensors and is a low-cost 
solution where a large amount of basic leak detection is required. It is very absorbent and will therefore 
react to the smallest amount of liquid. Water is sensed anywhere along its entire length and typical 
application include: 
 

• Suspending above ceiling. 

• Tie-wrapped to individual pipes. 

• Laid below raised floors. 

• Run in drip trays. 

• Laid around the base of an item of plant, apparatus, or tank. 

• Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of large areas. 

 
As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the tape changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) 
and when the change is sufficient the Floodline panel, to which the sensor is connected will generate 
the appropriate alarm. The single zone tape is 20mm wide and 3mm thick and has a woven polyester 
construction which makes it both durable and resistant to abrasion.   
 
 
The single zone detection tape although durable is a sensing device and should be treated as 
such. 

Fixing 
 
The single zone detection tape can be fixed to the floor or other surface with loose fitting flat ribbon 
cable type clips, self-adhesive clips or tie-wraps.  Once the detection tape is laid identification/warning 
labels should be attached at regular intervals to identify the zone and warn of its function.   
 

Connecting to Floodline Panel 
 
The single zone detection tape can be directly connected to the zone input terminals of the Floodline 
panel however it is more practical to run 2 core (minimum) leader cable from the panel position to the 
start of the area where the detection tape is needed. Connection from the leader cable to the detection 
tape may be made using a standard 4-way Floodline Junction Box (see later). The specification of the 
leader cable from the panel to the start of the detection tape is standard PVC/PVC 0.2 multi-core 
alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables can be substituted if required. 
  
A diagram of the connection details between the Floodline panel and the single zone detection 
tape is presented in Appendix B  
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Returning Sensor to Use  
 
The single zone detection tape can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not 
become contaminated with a substance which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. 
Eg.vending machine syrup, some chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection tape will dry out 
naturally and the effected part of the cable must be completely dry before the zone can be reset. This 
may take 20 minutes to 2 hours or more depending on the environmental conditions and the length of 
tape wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying time. If a length of tape seems 
to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips which should be eased 
to expose the wet area to the air. 
 
The tape may be damaged if it is completely immersed for long periods. In the event of this, or any other 
damage only the affected section of tape (either all or part of a zone) need be replaced with a new 
length of detection tape easily jointed in.   
 

Multi –4-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable 

Introduction 
 
The Multi-4-Zone Detection Cable is more sensitive than the Multi- 8 Zone version. It senses water 
anywhere along its entire length and one continuous length of cable can be divided into 4 separately 
reporting zones using special Floodline 4 Zone Junction Boxes.  Typical applications include: 
 

• In voids below raised floors. 

• Above Suspended Ceilings 

• Tie-wrapped to individual pipes. 

• Run in drip trays. 

• Laid around the base of plant, apparatus, or tank. 

• Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of larger areas. 

• No minimum or maximum zone length. 

 
As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the cable changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) 
and when the change is sufficient the Floodline panel, to which the sensor is connected will generate 
the appropriate alarm. 
 
The multi-4- zone detection cable has an oval construction of 4.5mm by 7.5mm.  The outer braid of the 
sensor is of a woven polyester construction, which makes it durable and resistant to abrasion.  The inner 
cores of the sensor are PVC/PVC and the detection cores, which are used to monitor the changes in the 
sensors electrical characteristics are wrapped in a permeable non-woven cellulosic material.          
 
The multi-4-zone detection (sensing) cable although durable is a sensing device and should be 
treated as such. 
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Fixing 
 
The detection cable is laid flat on the floor in the pre-determined pattern and special 4 Zone Junction 
Boxes are used to connect the detection cable “string” to the leader cable coming from the control 
panel and at the start of each subsequent zone in turn.  A further junction box is used at the end of line.  
The detection cable is usually fixed with screwed “P” type clips or pin-plugged “Tower” type clips. Both 
these techniques involve drilling and although self-adhesive clips or hot-melt adhesive clips may be used 
they are only possible when the surface is clean, dry, and non-friable. Clips are usually spaced at 3m 
intervals and must hold the cable loosely to allow air to circulate around the cable. Once the detection 
cable is laid identification/warning tags should be attached at 3m intervals to identify the zone and warn 
of its function.  
 

Connecting to Floodline Panel and Junction Boxes 
 
The Multi-4-Zone Detection cable can be directly connected to the zone inputs terminals of the 
Floodline panel however it is more practical to run 5 core (minimum) leader cable from the panel 
position to the start of the area where the detection cable is needed. The specification of the leader 
cable from the panel to the start of the detection cable is standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2 multi-core 
alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables can be substituted if required.  
 
 
A diagram of the connection details for the multi –4-zone detection cable is presented in 
Appendix C. 

 
The special Junction Boxes are used to connect the leader cable from the control panel to the start of 
the detection cable string: as zone change device and as end of line terminator. The function of each 
junction box is determined by the positioning of the two jumper links within the unit. More detailed 
reference to the positioning of the jumper links etc. appear in the diagram in Appendix C. 
 
A standard colour coding is used for the junction box input and output terminals and the control panel 
zone input terminals. (see diagram in Appendix C) Terminations are always connected in the same order 
for simplicity of installation. 
 
The colour coding is as given in the table below. 
 
Colour coding – Connection within 4 Zone Junction Box  
 

Colour of Detection Cable Core Colour of Leader Cable 
Core 

Junction Box Terminal 
Identification 

White and Blue wrapped detection 
core 

Blue C 

White wrapped detection core White 1 

Black Black 2 

Red Red 3 

Yellow Yellow 4 
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Colour coding – Connection within the Control Panel  
 

Colour of Detection Cable Core Colour of Leader Cable Core Zone Inputs Connections 
Identification 

White and Blue wrapped Blue C 

White wrapped White 1 

Black  Black 2 

Red Red 3 

Yellow Yellow 4 

 next “string”      

 White and Blue wrapped  Blue C 

White wrapped   White 5 

 Black  Black 6 

           Etc…etc…. etc.. 
The first part of the above tables shows the connections for a “string” of 4 zones.  Further “strings” 
continue with the next available terminals. “Strings” do not have to be of 4 zones – they can be 3, 2 or 
even 1. 
 

Returning Sensor To Use  
 
The detection cable can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become 
contaminated with a substance, which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may 
be vending machine syrup, chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection cable will dry out 
naturally and the effected part of the cable must be completely dry before the zone can be reset. This 
may take 20 minutes to 2 hours or more depending on the environmental conditions and the length of 
cable wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying time. If a length of cable 
seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips and these should 
be eased to expose the wet area to the air. 
 
The detection cable may be damaged if it is completely immersed for long periods. In the event of this, 
or any other damage only the affected section of cable (either all or part of a zone) need be replaced 
with a new length of detection cable, which can be easily jointed in.   
 

Multi -8-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable 

Introduction 
 
The multi-8-zone detection cable is the least sensitive of all the Floodline tape/cable detection sensors. 
It senses water anywhere along its entire length and one continuous length of cable can be divided into 
8 separately reporting zones using special Floodline 8 Zone Junction Boxes. Typical applications include: 
 

• In voids below raised floors. 

• Above Suspended Ceilings 

• Run in drip trays. 

• Laid around the base of plant, apparatus or tank. 

• Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of larger areas. 

• No minimum or maximum zone length. 
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The multi-8-zone detection cable should not be tie-wrapped to pipes (– use multi-4 Zone 
detection cable instead) 

 
As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the cable changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) 
and when the change is sufficient the Floodline control panel, to which the sensor is connected will 
generate the appropriate alarm. 
 
 
The multi-8- zone detection cable has an outside diameter of 6mm.  A tough all polymeric construction 
makes it tough, durable, and resistant to abrasion, but it is also flexible enough to lie flat or be easily 
shaped. 
 
Although tough and durable the multi-8-zone detection cable is a sensing device and should be 
treated as such  

Fixing 
 
The multi-8-zone detection cable is laid flat on the floor in the pre-determined pattern and special 8 
Zone Junction Boxes are used to connect the detection cable “string” to the leader cable coming from 
the control panel and at the start of each subsequent zone in turn. A further junction box is used at the 
end of line. The detection cable is usually fixed with screwed “P” type clips or pin-plugged “Tower” type 
clips. Both these techniques involve drilling and although self-adhesive clips or hot-melt adhesive clips 
may be used they are only possible when the surface is clean, dry and non-friable. Clips are usually 
spaced at 3m intervals and must hold the cable loosely to allow air to circulate around the cable. Once 
the detection cable is laid identification/warning tags should be attached at 3m intervals to identify the 
zone and warn of its function.  
 

Connecting to Floodline Panel and Junction Boxes 
 
The Multi-8-Zone Detection Cable can be directly connected to the zone input terminals within the 
Floodline control panel however it is more practical to run 9 core (minimum) leader cable from the 
panel position to the start of the area where the detection cable is needed. The specification of the 
leader cable from the panel to the start of the detection cable is standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2 multi-core 
alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables can be substituted if required.  
 
A diagram of the connection details for the multi–8-zone detection cable is presented in 
Appendix D 

 
The special Junction Boxes are used to connect the leader cable from the control panel to the start of 
the detection cable string: as zone change device and as end of line terminator. The function of each 
junction box is determined by the positioning of the two jumper links within the unit. More detailed 
reference to the positioning of the jumper links etc. appear in the diagram in Appendix D. 
  
 
A standard colour coding is used for the junction boxes input and output terminals and the control 
panel’s zone input terminals (as indicated on the diagrams in Appendix D). Terminations are always 
connected in the same order for simplicity of installation. The following procedure must be followed 
for splicing in the junction boxes: 
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Please note the 2 black core of the detection cable must not touch, as this will cause a short 
circuit alarm because the back is not an insulator. 

 
 Colour coding – Connection within 8 Zone Junction Box 
 

Colour of Detection Cable Core Colour of Leader Cable core Junction Box Terminal 
Identification 

Yellow Yellow 8 

Red Red 7 

Black 2 (Between Yellow and White Cores) Brown 1 

Green Green 6 

Orange Orange 5 

Purple Purple 4 

Black 1 (Between Blue and Green Cores) Black C 

White White 3 

Blue Blue 2 
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Colour coding – Connection within the Control Panel 
 

Colour of Detection Cable Core Colour of Leader Cable 
core 

Zone Input Terminal 
Identification 

Black 1 (Between Blue and Green Cores)  Black C 

Black 2 (Between Yellow and White Cores)  Brown 1  

Blue Blue 2 

White White 3 

Purple Purple 4 

Orange Orange 5 

Green Green 6 

Red Red 7 

Yellow Yellow 8 

next “string”     

 Black 1 (Between Blue and Green Cores)  Black C 

Black 2 (Between Yellow and White Cores)   Brown 9 

 Blue Blue 10 

           Etc…etc...etc 
 
The first part of above tables shows the connections for a “string” 8 zones. Further “strings” continue 
with the next available terminals. “Strings do not have to be of 8 zones – they can be 7, 6 etc. or even 1.  

 

Returning Sensor To Use  
 
The detection cable can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become 
contaminated with a substance which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may 
be vending machine syrup, chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection cable will dry out 
naturally and the effected part of the cable must be completely dry before the zone can be reset. This 
may take 10 minutes to 1 hour or more depending on the environmental conditions and the length of 
cable wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying time. If a length of cable 
seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips and these should 
be eased to expose the wet area to the air. 
 
In the event of any damage only the affected section of cable (either all or part of a zone) need be 
replaced with a new length of detection cable which can be easily jointed in.   
 

M8 Detection Cable (Plug & Play) 

Introduction 
 
The M8 detection cable is the least sensitive of all the Floodline tape/cable detection sensors. It senses 
water anywhere along its entire length typical applications include: 
 

• In voids below raised floors. 

• Run in drip trays. 

• Laid around the base of plant, apparatus or tank. 

• Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of larger areas. 

• No minimum or maximum zone length. 
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The M8- detection cable should not be tie-wrapped to pipes (– use M4 detection cable instead) 

As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the cable changes its electrical characteristics (resistance). 
When the change is sufficient an appropriate alarm will be generated at the Floodline panel. 
 
The M8 detection cable has an outside diameter of 4.5mm.  A tough all LSOH polymeric construction 
makes it tough, durable and resistant to abrasion but it is also flexible enough to lie flat or be easily 
shaped. 
 
Although tough and durable the multi-8-zone detection cable is a sensing device and should be 
treated as such  

 
The M8 detection cable is available in 5,7.5, 10, 15 and 30m lengths as standard (different lengths can 
be made to order) and simply plug into the special plug and play junction box (see below for connecting 
details) this makes installation of the system quicker and simpler. 

 

Fix & Connecting to Floodline Panel and Junction Boxes 
 
The multi-8-zone detection cable is laid flat on the floor in the pre-determined pattern. A SOL Junction 
Box is used to connect the detection cable “string” to the leader cable coming from the control panel 
and Auto-coupler Junction Boxes are used to split the cable into separately reporting zones (up to 8 
zone per-string). At the end of line an EOL Junction Box is used to terminate the string. 
 
A diagram of the connection details for the M8 Plug and Play sensors is presented in Appendix 
D-2 

 
The detection cable is usually fixed with screwed “P” type clips or pin-plugged “Tower” type clips. Both 
these techniques involve drilling and although self-adhesive clips or hot-melt adhesive clips may be 
used, they are only possible when the surface is clean, dry and non-friable. Clips are usually spaced at 
3m intervals and must hold the cable loosely to allow air to circulate around the cable. Once the 
detection cable is laid, identification/warning tags should be attached at 3m intervals to warn of its 
function.  
 
The table below shows the colour coding used for connection to the zone inputs. The number of cores 
used depends on the number of zones used on a particular string. 
  
 

Colour  of Leader Cable 
core 

Input Terminal Identification 

 Black Zone 1 – (common) 

 Brown Zone 1 +  

Blue Zone 2 + 

White Zone 3 + 

Purple Zone 4 + 

Orange Zone 5 + 

Green Zone 6 + 

Red Zone 7 + 

Yellow Zone 8 + 
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Note:  
The zone numbers are for the zones on the string. When more than 8 zones are used you simply connect 
the cores into the appropriate zone numbers (i.e. zone 1+, - can be wire to zone 17 +, - or any other 
zone).  
 

Returning Sensor to Use  
 

The detection cable can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become 
contaminated with a substance that irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may 
be vending machine syrup, chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection cable will dry out 
naturally and the effected part of the cable must be completely dry before the panel can be reset. This 
may take 10 minutes to 1 hour or more depending on the environmental conditions and the length of 
cable wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying time. If a length of cable 
seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips and these should 
be eased to expose the wet area to the air. 
 

Question/Answers 
 

Q. How do I connect more than 1 M8 detection cable assembly together in the same zone? 
 
A. The SOL Junction boxes can be used to connect 2 lengths of detection cable together, so they 

act as one zone. 
 
Q. How do I jump between detection areas, which are on the same string? 
 
A. Patch leads with RJ48 connector on both ends can be supplied which can be connected to the 

detection cable using SOL junction boxes. Detection zones now consist of a length of detection 
cable and a length of leader cable. An Auto-coupler or EOL will still be needed at the end of the 
zone.     

 
Q. I have a system fault alarm (open circuit) on a zone where could the fault be. 
 
A. A system fault alarm would be generated (assuming there are no cable breaks/damage) if the 

Auto-coupler at the end of a zone has been fitted the wrong way round or the EOL junction Box 
has not been fitted. Check the Auto-coupler/EOL Junction Box at the end of the zone in alarm. 

 
 
 

Point Sensors (Horizontal and Vertical) 

Introduction 
 

Floodline Point Sensors are designed to operate in areas where detection cable/tape could be damaged 
or where some damp, minor wetting or spillage is expected or of little concern e.g. plant room, 
basement or tunnel. Water must touch the point sensor probes to activate the alarm. Point Sensors are 
normally used in conjunction with a powder-coated steel Floodline Guard Plate which gives heavy-duty 
physical protection and assists fixing and adjustment. The point sensor can be used singly in one zone or 
in-groups with a number of sensors being connected together and acting as one zone.      

Dimensions -   71mm high    x      44mm wide   x   25mm deep.  
(when mounted in the Guard Plate) - 110mm high    x    102mm wide   x   30mm deep (viewed vertically).  
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Fixing 
 
Point sensors are almost always used in conjunction with the Guard Plate to assist fixing, adjustment 
and to protect the sensor from accidental damage by cleaners or other abuse. 
 
The Vertical Point Sensor is mounted at the base of the wall, plinth or item of apparatus. The sensor is 
first fixed to the guard plate using 2 no 4x3/8” self-tapping screws fixed through adjustment slots in the 
guard plate and into the two offset holes pre-drilled in the point sensor. The guard plate should cup 
around the point sensor.  The guard plate and sensor assembly can then be fixed to the wall etc with 
screws/bolts through the holes provided in the flanges of the guard plate.  

 
 
Once the assembly is fixed at the desired height above the floor the sensor probe tips can be adjusted 
up or down by loosening the 2 staggered fixing screws and sliding the unit up or down within the guard 
plate. A recommended gap between the floor and the tips of the probes can be judged by placing a thin 
piece of card (a business card is good) on the floor and allowing the tips to rest on it. The staggered 
fixing screws can then be tightened, and the card removed. This will give a gap of around 0.5 to 1mm 
but larger gaps can be used if required.  
 
Where it is not possible to fix to the wall surface or other convenient surface the assembly can be bolted 
to struts or other fabricated bracket and special right angle supports are available from Andel. 

 
The Horizontal Point Sensor must be used in conjunction with a guard plate and can be mounted on any 
flat surface with the tips of the sensing probes facing downwards. The distance from the tip of the 
probes to the floor is pre-set at the factory at around 1.5mm. There is no operational need for the 
assembly to be fixed to the floor, but it is recommended, and screw holes are provided. Gluing and self-
adhesive pads are acceptable if the substrate is suitable.  
 

Connecting to the Floodline Panel 
 
All types of Point Sensor will be connected to the zone input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 
2 core (minimum) leader cable.  The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the 
point sensor is standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other 
light cables can be substituted if required. A zone can consist of a single point sensor or any number of 
point sensors connected as a “string” or “daisy-chain”. Input and output terminals are provided in each 
point sensor to allow for this purpose. 
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A diagram of the connection details for the point sensors is presented in Appendix E. 

Once the point sensor, or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M 
“sleeper” resistor, from the zone input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output 
terminals of the point sensor.  

 

Returning Sensor to Use 
 
Point sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and require no attention after activation 
unless the whole unit is immersed. In the event of immersion prompt and thorough drying out will allow 
immediate return to normal operating status.   

 

 

Flexi –Pad Sensor  

Introduction 
 

The Floodline Flexi- Pad Sensors have been specifically designed for laying in narrow voids (too small for 
point sensors),or wrapped around pipes at valves or joints where leaks are more likely to occur. The 
flexi- pad sensor can be used singly in one zone or in groups with a number of sensors being connected 
together and acting as one zone.      

The flexi-pad sensors are made of a tough, flexible plastic sheet 400mm x 300mm x 1mm.  A removable 
fabric cover assists absorption and protects the sensor surface.  

 

Fixing 
 
The sensor can be laid on any flat surface or tie wraps can be used to loosely hold the sensor around a 
pipe etc.  
 

Connecting to the Floodline Panel 
 
The Flexi-pad sensor/s are connected to the zone input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 2 
core (minimum) leader cable.  The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the 
point sensor is standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other 
light cables can be substituted if required.  A zone can consist of a single flex-pad sensor or any number 
of sensors connected as a “string” or “daisy-chain”. Input and output terminals are provided in each 
point sensor to allow for this purpose. 
  
A diagram of the connection details for the flexi-pad sensors is presented in Appendix F. 

 Once the flex- pad sensor, or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M 
“sleeper” resistor, from the zone input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output 
terminals of the point sensor.  
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Returning Sensor to Use 
 
Flexi-pad sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times provided the sensor element/ fabric 
cover is not contaminated with a substance that irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An 
example may be vending machine syrup, chemical floor treatments paint etc.  After activation, the fabric 
cover can be replaced with a spare or removed for drying. This would allow the sensor to be returned to 
use quickly. The sensor can be allowed to dry naturally but this can take some time depending on the 
environmental conditions and the amount of wetting that occurred. 
 
 

Pipe-in-Pipe Sensor  

Introduction 
 

The Floodline Pipe-in Pipe, or double containment, sensor has been specifically designed for use with 
double skinned pipes, tanks or other vessels. 

The pipe-in-pipe sensors are encapsulated in a high-density plastic body and are fitted with a 5m 4-core 
leader cable. Dimensions: - 70mm long x 30mm diameter threaded at the base to fit a ½” BSP. Two 
stainless detection probes protruded from the threaded base and water contacting these probes 
activates an alarm. The device can also be used as a warning “tell -tale” in an overflow pipe.  

 

Fixing 
 
The pipe-in-pipe sensor should be mounted in a pre-drilled and threaded hole in the outer pipe or tank, 
design to accept the ½” BSP thread or other suitable flange or boss.   

 

Connecting to the Floodline Panel 
 
The pipe-in-pipe sensor is connected to the zone input terminals of the Floodline control panel via the 
encapsulated 4-core leader cable. The leader cable to the pipe-in-pipe sensor can be extended using any 
2-core PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm alarms/comms type cable. LSF or other light cables can be substituted if 
required. A zone can consist of a single sensor, but it is possible to connect more than one device to a 
single zone.  
 
 
A diagram of the connection details for the pipe-in-pipe sensor is presented in Appendix G. 

 

Returning Sensor To Use 
 
The pipe-in-pipe sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and requires no attention after 
activation. 
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Oil Sensor 

Introduction 
 
The Floodline oil sensors can be used with a Floodline Control Panel to provide a dedicated oil leak alarm 
system or as part a larger water leak detection system. The oil sensor is usually mounted vertically and 
activates when oil (or any other liquid) touches the infra-red sensing dome at its base. Typical applications 
include plant rooms where not only water leaks are possible but also oil and in bunded areas around generator 
fuel tanks etc. Unlike other Floodline sensors the Oil Sensor is a powered device which limits the number which 
can be used with a standard Floodline control panel. The oil sensor can be used alone or up to a maximum of 
four can be used in parallel in any one zone with a maximum of 8 per panel. 
 
The oil sensor is encapsulated and fitted with 5m of 4-core leader cable. It is normally used in conjunction with 
a steel powder coated Floodline guard plate to give heavy-duty physical protection and assist fixing and 
adjustment. Dimensions: 80mm high x 51mm wide x 27mm deep - when mounted in its guard plate -110mm 
high x 102mm wide x 30mm deep.   

 

Fixing  

       
The oil sensor is mounted at the base of the wall, plinth or item of apparatus. Sensors are fixed to the guard 
plate using 2 no 4x3/8” self-tapping screws fixed through the adjustment slots into the two holes pre-drilled in 
the sensor. The guard plate should cup around the oil sensor.  The whole assembly can then be fixed to the wall 
etc with screws/bolts through the holes in the guard plate flanges.  
 
Once the assembly is fixed at the desired height above the floor the sensor dome tip can be adjusted up or 
down by loosening the fixing screws and sliding the unit up or down within the guard plate. The dome tip but a 
small gap can be judged by placing a thin piece of card (a business card is good) on the floor and allowing the 
dome to rest on it. The staggered fixing screws can then be tightened, and the card removed. This will give a 
gap of around 0.5 to 1mm.  
  
 
The area under the dome must be free form debris as if a small amount of moisture or oil builds up in 
the debris it could cause unwanted activation of the sensor. 

Connecting to the Floodline Base Unit 
 

The oil sensor/s are connected to both the zone input terminals and aux. output terminals within the Floodline 
multi-zone control panel via the encapsulated 4-core leader cable. The leader cable to the oil sensor can be 
extended using any 4-core PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm alarms/comms type cable. LSF or other light cables can be 
substituted if required. A zone can consist of a single oil sensor or up to 4 sensors can be connected in the same 

zone (with sensitivity set at 200k).     

A diagram of the connection details for the oil sensor is presented in Appendix H. 

Up to a maximum of 8 sensors can be connected to one multi-zone panel. If more are required, then an 
additional power supply will have to be supplied.   
 
Standard colour coding is used for the 4-core leader cable encapsulated in the oil sensor and is shown in the 
table below as well as on the diagram in Appendix H. 
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Colour of Leader Cable Core Function Panel Terminal Identification 

Red + 12 Vdc supply AUX O/P 12V 

Black 0Vdc supply AUX O/P 0V 

Blue Zone input connection C 

Yellow Zone input connection “n” + (n = 1 to 32) 

 

Returning Sensor to Use 
 
Oil sensors require no attention after activation and once the oil (or other liquid) is no longer in contact with 
the sensor dome the sensor will automatically reset.  
 
 

Overflow /Tundish Sensors  

Introduction 
 

The Floodline Overflow / Tundish sensor is designed to be incorporated into the overflow of a toilet cistern or 
any other sort of water filled tank to provide and automatic warning in the event of an overflow. The sensor 
can be used singly or in multiples in conjunction with any Floodline control panel. 
The Overflow / Tundish sensors can be easily incorporated into a larger, more complex leak detection 
installation and can be used in conjunction with any other Floodline detection device. 

 

Fixing 
 

The over-flow pipe should exit the cistern into an elbow. A short length of pipe will lead from the elbow to a 
point just above (or in line with the top of) the Overflow / Tundish sensor. The sensor will be mounted at the 
top of the further length of overflow discharge pipe which will then go to drain etc.  
 

Connecting to the Floodline Panel 
 
The overflow/Tundish Sensor will be connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 
2 core (minimum) leader cable.  The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the sensor is 
standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other light cables can be 
substituted if required. A single overflow/tundish sensor or any number of sensors connected as a “string” or 
“daisy-chain” can be connected to the one zone panel. Input and output terminals are provided in each sensor 
to allow for this purpose. 
  
A diagram of the connection details for the overflow/tundish sensors is presented in Appendix I 

Once the , or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M “sleeper” resistor, from 
the sensor input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output terminals of the point sensor.  
 

Returning Sensor to Use 
 
The sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and require no attention after activation unless the 
whole unit is immersed. In the event of immersion prompt and thorough drying out will allow immediate 
return to normal operating status.   
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Using other, non-liquid, types of sensors with the Floodline system   
 
The flexibility of Floodline allows certain types of detection devices other than water/liquid sensors to be 
connected to the system. These could be temperature or humidity sensors and some smoke detectors etc. 
There are certain restrictions which must be observed such as not exceeding the available power and the 
ability to latch, or hold, a set of clean contacts for sufficient length of time for the Floodline Control Panel to 
recognise the alarm. Separate installation details will be issued as an addition to this manual should any “alien” 
devices be supplied as part of the system. Due consideration must also made to any regulations or standards 
which may pertain to other types of sensing devices. 
 

Remote Alarm 

Introduction 
 
The Floodline remote alarm operates via the +12V Aux Output of the Floodline panel, switch through the 
appropriate output relay(s) of the panel. The unit provides both an audible and visual alarm on activation by 
the Floodline panel. The operator can mute the audible alarm, but the unit will only reset once the main 
Floodline panel has been reset.  
 

Installation 
 
The remote alarm should be mounted on a flat surface and mounting holes are provided in the rear of the 
enclosure. Cable entry is via one of the entry knock-outs at the sides, top, bottom and rear of the enclosure. 
The cable knock-outs are for 20mm gland or conduit. The “switched” 12V feed from the alarm panel should be 
connected to 0V and 12V as detailed in Appendix J. The TP+ and TP- connections are for use with the Floodline 
128 system. The cabling should be 7 strands at 0.2 and a minimum of 2 cores.  

A diagram of the connection details is found in Appendix J. 

Operation 
 
When the 12V is switched to the remote alarm the visual and audible alarm will activate (Please note the 
audible alarm will not activate if the Keyswitch is in the I position).  To mute the audible alarm the operator 
must turn the key switch from the “0” to “I position. It is recommended that the key then be turn back to the 
“0” position and the key removed. The remote alarm will automatically reset when the main Floodline panel is 
reset.   
 
 

Maintenance – Day to Day 
 
The Floodline system self-monitors every zone over a given period 24 hours a day. 
 
The correct functioning of the system can be verified on a day-to-day basis by checking: 
 
1. That the display unit is lit showing the correct date and time. 
2. That the power light is lit on the base unit 
 
If there are any alarms showing on the display unit, the appropriate action should be taken as per the manual. 
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Yearly 
 

It is recommended that the system is checked on an annual basis and costs can be forwarded to incorporate 
the following schedule: 
 

This inspection involves a complete Panel function re-test in accordance with our factory testing 
schedule for all new Panels. 
 

• Test all outputs, relays, sounders and LED indicators 

• Ensure all relays are armed 

• Check last 10 logged events for recording purposes 

• Ensure date and time are correct 

• Verify sensitivity settings for current conditions 

• Check any personalised messages for zoning are still valid 

• Check correct functioning of fan and battery 
 
Zone Testing 
 
Zone testing of the entire installation.  This would comprise remote testing with meter readings 
being taken from the control Panel position and comparisons made, to identify any anomalies, 
against a standard alarm/detection threshold.  Any anomalous results will be recorded, and a 
physical inspection made of those zones. 
 
 The following list identifies the meaning of each reading range: 
 
 Open Circuit - above 1 meg ohm – “system fault” 
 Safe  - 1 meg ohm to 300k/100k/50k/25k/ (according to 
    Sensitivity threshold chosen) 
 Wet  - Below 300k/100k/50k/25k/ (as above) – “leak” 
 Short Circuit - Below 5k ohms – “system fault” 
  

Cable Location Verification 
 
A sample of 25% of the zones would be physically checked at two points along their extent for 
correct Cable/Sensing Device positioning in accordance with the original design.  Should any 
variance be found it will be sufficiently investigated to establish an overall picture. 
 
Sensor Testing 
 
Selected areas will be wet tested to verify the correct working of the system. 
 

Please Note:  If the Leak Detection Alarms are onward communicated to a BMS etc, all 
relevant personnel should be aware a maintenance check is being carried out. 
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Appendix A  Base Unit  Motherboard Layout 
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Appendix B Single Zone Tape Connection Details 
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Appendix C Multi-4-Zone Detection Cable Connection Details 
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Appendix D Multi-8-Zone Detection Cable Connection Details 
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Appendix D-1 Multi-8-Zone Plug & Play 

PATCH LEADER CABLE

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

Zone 8 M8-Detection CableZone 7 M8-Detection Cable

Zone 6 M8-Detection Cable

Zone 5 M8-Detection Cable

◼  ⧫⧫◼ ⚫

Zone 2 M8-Detection Cable

Zone 4 M8-Detection Cable

Zone 1 M8-Detection Cable

EOL (End Of Line) 
White 
In-Flush
Out-None

Auto Coupler 
White
In-flush
Out-projects

SOL (Start Of Line) 
Black
In,Out-Flush
Not  Polarised
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M8 Plug & Play Cable Plug Connection Details 
 

BLUE
WHITE
BROWN
PURPLE
ORANGE
BLACK
GREEN
RED

YELLOW

LEADER CABLE

HEAT SHRINK

Note

Black 1 is between  Blue and Green core

Black 2 is between Yellow and White core

The 2 Black cores are conductive polymer they must note be 

allowed to touch each other as this will cause an alarm.

HEAT SHRINK

M8 DETECTION 
CABLE

YELLOW

BLACK 1

PURPLE
BLACK 2

GREEN
RED

ORANGE

WHITE
BLUE
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Appendix E Point Sensor Connection Details 
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Appendix F Flexi-pad Sensor Connection Details 
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Appendix  G Pipe-in-pipe Sensor Connection Details 
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Appendix H Oil Sensor Connection Details 
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Appendix I (OVERFLOW/TUNDISH  Connection Details) 
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Appendix J Remote Alarm Connection Details 
 

 


